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Standard \interaction-free" measurement aims to detect the presence of an opaque object without
the photon interacting with the object. Here we consider semi-transparent objects which have
an amplitude  of transmitting a photon while leaving the state of the object unchanged and an
amplitude  of interacting with a photon. The task is to devise a protocol that can decide which
of two known transmission amplitudes is present while ensuring that no photon interacts with the
object. We show that the probabilities of being able to achieve this are limited by an inequality. This
inequality implies that distinction between complete transparency and any partial transparency is
always possible with probabilities approaching 1, but that two partial transparencies can only be
distinguished with probabilities less than 1.
PACS numbers: 03.65.Bz
In \interaction-free" measurement (abbreviated hence-
forth to IFM) the task is to decide whether an opaque
object is present or absent while ensuring that no interac-
tion between the object and a test particle occurs. Many
IFM methods have been devised [1{5]. The essential idea
behind all of them is that a measurement picks a set of
histories in none of which an interaction between object
and test particle occurs; other histories in the protocol
will involve interactions, and in this sense the inverted
commas around \interaction-free" are necessary.
In all the protocols, there are two measurement out-
comes, M1 and M2 say, the rst of which indicates that
the object was not present, while the second indicates the
object was present and also that no interaction occurred.
There will also be other outcomes, for instance that an in-
teraction occurred. If the probabilities of Mi are denoted
by P (identji), then these probabilities give an indication
of the eciency of the protocol. In Elitzur and Vaidman’s
original proposal [1], P (identj1) = 1 and P (identj2) = 14 .
In all the other protocols, P (identj1) = 1 and P (identj2)
tends to 1.
In standard IFM, the object is considered to be either
completely opaque or completely transparent (absent).
One can also consider semi-transparent objects, for which
there is an amplitude  of the particle passing through
the object while leaving the state of the object unchanged
and an amplitude  for the particle to interact with the
object, leaving it in an \interacted" state (in Elitzur and
Vaidman’s original proposal this is the exploded state of
the bomb). One can then ask whether one can infer the
transmission amplitude of the object while ensuring that
the object never reaches the \interacted" state. This is
the problem we consider here, in the case where there
are two known transmission amplitudes that have to be
distinguished.
This problem is of obvious practical interest. Indeed
there are situations where one wants to determine the na-
ture of an object but where radiation will damage the ob-
ject, for instance when looking at a biological specimen in
the ultraviolet. In these cases one wants to minimize the
amount of radiation absorbed by the object. IFM shows
that if the object has only two possible states, completely
transparent or completely opaque, then it is possible to
determine the state without any photon being absorbed.
However most objects will be semi-transparent. The aim
of this paper is to address this more general case.
In [6], a general framework for counterfactual quantum
events is proposed, which includes IFM. Two variables jpi
and jqi are distinguished in the total state space jpqi⊗R.
The rst variable jpi denes the state of the particle and
its position within the apparatus used for IFM, and we
assume there is a particular subset of values, I, for which
interactions between the particle and apparatus can oc-
cur. The second variable jqi, which we call the interac-
tion variable, takes the value j1i if an interaction with the
object has occurred and j0i if not. It may have additional
values, but they play no role in the following discussion.
We also leave R out of the notation henceforth.
For a particular transparency, there is a step where an
interaction can potentially occur; we call this an I-step.
It has two parts. The rst is a unitary transformation
given by
jp0i !  jp0i+  jp1i p 2 I
jp0i ! jp0i p =2 I (1)
where ,  are complex numbers satisfying jj2+jj2 = 1.
The second part is a measurement of the interaction vari-
able in the basis j0i, j1i. The unitary transformation is
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not fully dened by (1), but we do not need to specify
its action on terms like jp1i since we are concerned with
paths on which no interaction occurs, and a protocol can
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FIG. 1. Two interaction-free measurement protocols. In
the quantum Zeno type (above) the photon is passed through
a rotator, followed by two polarising beam-splitters (PBS),
and is then recycled a certain number of times. In our proto-
col for 1 = 1, 2 real, the rotation is through an angle (−′)
(see text). In the Fabry-Perot type (below), the plane wave
representing the photon is decomposed into a superposition
of wave packets. The wave function for a right-going pulse
at position i is denoted by jRii and for a left-going pulse by
jLii. If an object is inserted in the cavity (between the two
vertical lines) the photon may be reflected to the left. If there
is no object, it will be transmitted to the right.
A protocol starts from a specied initial state. It is al-
lowed to undergo a unitary transformation between suc-
cessive I-steps, this transformation leaving the interac-
tion variable unchanged. At the end of the protocol the
variable jpi is measured. A protocol with measurements
of jpi before the end can be converted to the form we
specify by entangling the measured variables with extra
variables and postponing their measurement till the end
[6].
Figure 1 shows two types of IFM protocol. The quantum
Zeno type [2,3] is an elaboration of Elitzur and Vaidman’s
original proposal [1]. We have adapted it so that it can
distinguish between no object (1 = 1) and an object of
transmission amplitude 0  j2j < 1. We take the rst
qubit of jpqi to correspond to polarization, and the initial
state is a vertically polarized photon, denoted j00i. The
IFM consists of repeated passages through a polarization
rotator, a Mach-Zender interferometer, and a second po-
larization rotator. After the rst rotation the state be-
comes cos j00i+sin j10i. After passing through the po-
larization beam splitter, the component j10i goes along
the lower path, that may contain the object, whereas j00i
takes the object-free upward-going path. In this case,
therefore, I is the single value p = 1. Applying (1),
the I-step gives the unormalised state j ii = cos  j00i+
i sin  j10i. The second polarization beam splitter then
recombines the two polarization into one beam. If 2
is real and positive, then the state in case i = 2 can
be rewritten as j 2i = γ (cos 0 j00i+ sin 0 j10i) where
cos 0 = cos =
q
cos2  + 2i sin
2  (note that 0  ). The
nal step is a rotation by the angle −0. This brings the
state to cos(−0)j00i+sin(−0) j10i (no object present)
or γj00i (object present). We then iterate this proce-
dure N times, choosing N such that N( − 0) = =2.
This brings the state to j10i (no object present) or
γN j00i (object present). Since these states are orthogo-
nal P (identj1) = 1 and P (identj2) = γ2N . For large N
(small ), γ ’ 1− (1+2)2(1−2)4N2 and P (identj2) ! 1.
If 2 = j2jei2 has a non zero phase (the phase
is dened by the convention that 1 = 1) then af-
ter recombining the two beams the state is j 2i =
γ
(
cos 0 j00i+ sin 0ei2 j10i. The nal rotation is cho-
sen so as to take this state to the state γj00i and to take
the state if no object is present to cos!j00i + sin!j10i
where  − 0  !   + 0. Iterating this procedure N
times, with N! = =2, and then carrying out a measure-
ment of polarisation, realizes an interaction free measure-
ment.
An alternative type of IFM protocol uses the concept of
a monolithic total-internal-reflection resonator [4], or a
Fabry-Perot interferometer [5]. The Fabry-Perot inter-
ferometer is generally analyzed in terms of plane waves
whose amplitudes are adjusted to satisfy the junction
conditions at the semi transparent mirrors. In order to
show that our formalism also applies to the Fabry-Perot
1In the case of photons, we can also let many photons pass through the object together. The I-step then takes the form
jn0i ! njn0i + jinteracted statesi (if the photons belong to I), and after the measurement of the interaction variable, the
state becomes njn0i (if no interaction occurs). This is identical, up to a unitary transformation, to the state obtained if n
particles pass successively through the object and none interact with the object. This remark shows that restricting to particles
passing one by one, as in (1), does not make the analysis less general.
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interferometer, we rephrase it as follows. Consider rst
a plane wave j~kRi traveling towards the right. We de-
compose it into an innite sum of rectangular packets
j~kRi =
P+1
n=−1 jRni, where jRni is a rectangular packet
of length L centered around x = nL. In a dispersion-
less medium the packets will travel without distortion,
and after a time t = L=c wave packet jRni evolves
into packet jRn+1i. We also introduce a similar basis
of left moving packets jLni. Consider now the insertion
of two semitransparent mirrors, one at x = 0, the other
at x = L. This modies the discretised dynamics in
the vicinity of the mirrors to jR0i ! −c jL0i + s jR1i,
jR−1i ! c jL−1i + s jR0i, jL1i ! c jR1i + s jL0i, and
jL0i ! −c jR0i + s jL−1i, where c and s are reflec-
tion and transmission coecients, respectively. If an ob-
ject of transparency 2 is inserted between the two mir-
rors, the discretised dynamics, conditional on no photon
being absorbed, becomes jR0i ! 2 (−c jL0i+ s jR1i),
jR−1i ! c jL−1i + s jR0i, jL1i ! c jR1i + s jL0i, and
jL0i ! 2 (−c jR0i+ s jL−1i). Thus I = fL0; R0g, since
interaction can only occur within the apparatus.
We now take the initial state to be a plane wave travel-
ing towards the right j 0i = PNn=1 jRni=
p
N . One easily
shows that for large N the probability that the photon is
transmitted towards the right tends to 1 if no object is
present: P (identj1) = P (Right − transmissionj1) = 1.
If an object of transparency 2 is present, then for
large N the probability that the photon is reflected is
P (identj2) = P (Left − reflectionj2) = jc(1 − 22)=(1 −
(c2)2)j2. As c ! 1, the latter probability tends to 1.
Thus the Fabry-Perot interferometer allows an interac-
tion free discrimination between the absence of an object
(1 = 1) or the presence of an object of transparency
2 6= 1.
Now suppose that one must distinguish between two
semi-transparent objects with transmission amplitude
1, 2 (which can both be dierent from 1) and interac-
tion amplitude 1, 2 respectively. We shall prove the fol-
lowing constraint on the probability P (identji) of identi-
fying transparency i without any interaction occurring:
Theorem: (1−P (identj1))(1−P (identj2))  2, where
 = j12=(1− 1 2)j.
Before giving the proof, we look at some of the conse-
quences of this inequality. First, note that
j1− 1 2j2 − j12j2 = j1 − 2j2:
Thus   1, and  = 1 i 1 = 2. This implies that
P (identj1) = P (identj2) = 0 when 1 = 2, which must
of course be the case, since two equal transmission ampli-
tudes cannot be distinguished. Whenever 1 6= 2, how-
ever, the theorem allows non-zero values of P (identj1)
and P (identj2).
Another special case is when one object is completely
transparent (absent), ie. j1j = 1 and 1 = 0. If 2 6= 1,
then  = 0, and the theorem permits P (identj1) =
P (identj2) = 1. That this can be achieved was shown
above.
The most signicant aspect of this result is that when
both j1j and j2j are dierent from 1, that is neither ob-
ject is completely transparent, then  is strictly positive.
This implies that both P (identj1) and P (identj2) must
be strictly less than 1. Thus it is impossible to identify
two semitransparent objects with vanishing probability
that the photon interacts with the objects. This is bad
news for the applications outlined above.
Proof: The total state space can be decomposed into
two direct summands, the rst spanned by components
whose rst variable p satises p 2 I, and the second by
components whose rst variable p satises p =2 I. Recall
that a general protocol can be written by a series of I-
steps followed by unitary transformations. We can write
the un-normalized state for transparency i at stage k of

























We assume that the states
 ki

are all un-normalized, so
1−j ki j2 is the probability of no interaction occurring up
to stage k of the protocol. After the I-step there is a uni-











fk = h k1 j k2 i; (3)
whereupon unitarity implies
fk = huk+11 + vk+11 juk+12 + vk+12 i
= huk+11 juk+12 i+ hvk+11 jvk+12 i (4)
(since the components u and v lie in orthogonal sub-
spaces), and (3) for k + 1 implies
fk+1 = huk+11 juk+12 i+ 12hvk+11 jvk+12 i: (5)
We therefore get
fk+1 = fk − (1− 1 2)hvk+11 jvk+12 i; (6)
and hence
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fN = 1− (1− 1 2)
N−1X
k=0
hvk+11 jvk+12 i; (7)
which implies
j1− fN j2
j1− 1 2j2 = j
N−1X
k=0
hvk+11 jvk+12 ij2 : (8)








jvk+12 j2 : (9)
The probability that an interaction occurs during the
k’th I-step is jij2jvki j2, and therefore we can rewrite (9)
as
j1− fN j2j1j2j2j2
j1− 1 2j2  P (interactj1)P (interactj2) (10)
where P (interactji) is the total probability of interaction
for transparency i.
We now turn to the nal measurement. There are three
possible outcomes. The rst is that the photon interacts
with the object. The second is that no interaction occurs
and that the object is identied. The third is that no
interaction occurs but the object is not identied. This
occurs with probability P (NOTidentji). Our aim is to
construct a measurement setup such that P (identji) is
as large as possible. To this end we note that an opti-
mal setup necessarily has P (NOTidentji) = 0. Indeed
suppose that P (NOTidentji) 6= 0. Then we run the pro-
tocol once, and if we obtain the outcome NOTident we
run the protocol a second time (constructing a protocol
with its measurement of jpi at the end by entangling the
outcomes of the rst protocol with extra qubits). This
increases the probability of identifying the object from
P (identji) to P (identji)(1 + P (NOTidentji)). This pro-
cedure can be iterated many times to ensure that the
probability of not identifying the object is as small as we
wish.
Upon taking the limit P (NOTidentji) ! 0 one nds that
P (interactji) ! 1 − P (identji) and that fN ! 0. The
latter limit is because if the two states  Ni can be iden-
tied with certainty, their scalar product must be zero.
Thus in the limit P (NOTidentji) ! 0, (10) tends to the
inequality of the theorem. If P (NOTidentji) 6= 0, then
P (identji) is necessarily smaller than in the limiting case,
and the inequality is also obeyed. 2
This result establishes some limits on IFM of semi-
transparent objects. It also raises various questions.
First, can the bound be attained? We showed above
that this is the case if one of the objects is transparent.
We have obtained numerical evidence that this is also the
case when neither object is transparent, but have not yet
obtained an analytical protocol.
A second question concerns interaction-free discrimina-
tion of more than two transparencies. What bounds
apply in this case? We can also broaden the question
and consider situations where the object is not destroyed
when one photon interacts with it (the Elitzur-Vaidman
bomb), but where one wants to minimize the amount
of interaction (eg to reduce potential radiation damage).
What bounds apply to minimal interaction measure-
ments?
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